Dec New Moon Ritual
To those in the space that Is here, I set aside an offering of love and light and enegry
Be there, while we be over here working towards our purpose.
A circle cast between we and thee
Feast as you will, thrive as you need
This blessing we offer thee: Be filled with grace
The time is now, what was is once again new
To dream, to desire and to cleanse
With this desire, let us begin
With the offering cast
those watching and witnessing our task
From beginning to beginning we cicle in
With our divine light slipping out, we purify this space
Shifting from here to there
Clothed in the light of the new
With starlight in our eyes and the cosmic in our veins,
For but a moment, we walk with creation
We call down to be with us
To the celestial guardian of the east, of Air. The Mythical Roc, Join us in this circle
tonight. Bring to us a seed of hope so that we may begin anew.
Hail and Welcome
To the Solar gaurdain of the south, of Fire, the Imortal Phenix. Join us in this circle
tonight. We ask that you lend us your spark so that we may begin.
Hail and Welcome

To the hidden guardian of the west, of Water, the alchemical octopus. Join us in this
circle tonight. With your flowing grace, shoe us how to adapt.
Hail and Welcome
To the indomitable protector of the North, of Earth, the mighty dragon. Join us in this
circle tonight. If it pleases you, show us the secret of your abundance.
Hail and Welcome
To the effervescent center, the sprit. We acknowledge that which exists within. We let
our humanity fill this circle. From this place we find our Faith
With these pillars cast, the circle is set. The tools for tonight's task are laid out. The
Roc's ability to dream and to have hope. The phoenix fire to ignite our passion. The
octopuses ability to learn and adapt. The key to the dragons hoard, of abundance. Of
sprit, of being human and what it means to have faith.
To guide on this journey we walk with the ohters. To walk with, learning as equals so we
may become empowered as we move forward. To learn how to lead and guide ohters in
their own turn. To love, heal and inspire.
To this end, we invite down
The Gentleman, the one who waltzes upon the earth
He who dances admist humanity guiding the way
To this end, we invite down
The Lady, the one who sets the music for the thrill
She who gave us the dance and the desire
To this end, we invite down
Those of our lineage, of those before us and after us
Ancestors and Descendents, those who know our paths
To this end, we invite down
Those who offer support, love and protection
Sprits, angels, deities and guides

Though the starlight that fills our veins, this space is set.
Let our task begin.
Think of a magical skill you would wish to have, or to grow upon.
Take a peice of paper and write it down. Place it in your hands, focus on a point of light,
of hope. Think about what it is that you could do with this skill or ability. Let it fill your
entire being.
Imagine, or look at the flame of a fire. Of the Phenix fire. Let yourself imagine you
stating to use this skill. It's magic, so it just starts to happen...you simply notice that it
has already been happening.
Imagine yourself finding this skill to be useful in various situations in ways you don't
expect. With the adaptability of the octopus, you practice and become proficient.
Finally, decide on how this skill is going to make your life better, to take the best parts of
what you have, and amplify it, as dragons tend to do.
Why will this work? Its simply because of Faith. We can not create something from
nothing. We are holding starlight in our veins. Humans are just extensions of something
ethereal and primordial. We simply come into physicality to experience life. Each skill or
talent we wish we had is simply an echo to make use of a tool we once had acess to.
This experience simply gives our human Sprit permission to summon it from our past.
Each and every one of us are Masters in our own rights. This is why we are able to walk
with the Gods, and why they come to us when we request it. They see us as equals, as
friends. They come to us from a place of respect, love and Compassion.
The more we walk with them, the more respect we have for ourselves and for them, the
deeper we grow into spirituality and the closer we acend to the Lady, to our true selves.
Speaking of the Lady, She, He and they grow tired, so we.
We acknowledge that each person here, be he, she or them is human, sprit or other,
has done this dance before and knows the way, we will keep it brief.
To all who came, to all who bore witness, to all who had faith, to all who respected the
truce, to all who became part of the light, to all who desire to work as an ally, we give
thanks. You have our love and gratitude. May you simply find your self home, safe and
content. May we meet again soon with open arms.
To those who collected power, starlight and enegry. May the excess flow back to the
core healing our wounds, traumas and diseases, leaving us healthier than before. As
this power leaves, may it be replaces with that what nourishes and sustains.

Merry Meet, Merry Part, and Merry Meet Again.

